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01. CoverTest™ in brief

Manufacturing process steps
By using the CoverTest™ technology, optical media manufacturers can test their
pre-recorded and recordable BD and DVD stampers directly after the galvanic
process with highest correlation to the finished replica.
The CoverTest™ foil acts also as cover layer protective against handling damage.
Mastering studios can guarantee the quality of their stampers before supplying to
their partners / customers.

Picture 1: CoverTest™ and DaTABANK installed at BestDisc in Taiwan
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02. Overview
Testing stampers is a well established stage in the manufacturing cycle for both CD and DVD formats.
However for the BD format, with its higher data density, the results obtained with existing techniques have
very little use when comparing results to the finished disc. Indeed in most cases it is impossible to even
play the stamper. This is fundamentally because the stamper is in existing techniques in air (no
polycarbonate on the stamper surface) compared to a disc where the moulded data layer (image of the
stamper) is covered by polycarbonate.
By using CoverTest™ it is possible to achieve the best possible correlation between a stamper and the
disc made from that stamper.. The CopverTest™ is a foil that is bonded onto the surface of the stamper
using the proprietary CoverTest™ bonding station. This fully replicates the polycarbonate layer seen on
a regular disc.
While the biggest advantage is seen on the higher density BD format this also benefits stamper testing on
DVD and indeed even CD where closer correlation to finished disc results are also seen.

Key features:
•
•
•
•

Stamper results directly correlate to finished disc
Ease of use – also offers protection during stamper handling
No contamination after removal – actually cleans the stamper
Can be applied to uncoated (BD) discs

The following is a review of the underlying physics behind the CoverTest™ process.
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COMPENSATION 1: coherence and aberration
All regular optical media formats such as CD, DVD and BD are designed and specified such that the
information structure is immersed inside a polycarbonate substrate, buried a certain specified distance
below the polymer surface (1.2 mm for CD, 0.6 mm for DVD and 0.1mm for BD).
OPUs (Optical Pick-Up Heads) are designed and adjusted for optimum performance taking this substrate
into account. The thickness of the substrate, as well as the type of material used, which determines its
index of refraction (n), are very important for the overall performance of the optical system. Of particular
importance is that the optical path lengths (distance the laser beam travels) of all read laser beam rays
which need to comply with the standards.
The focused spot is optimal when the format specific condition is met, such that the beam at focus has
maximum coherence and minimum aberration.

Picture 2

Picture 3

Picture 2 shows schematically the read laser beam which is focused on the replica reflective layer.
Picture 3 shows the beam from the same optics focused on the stamper surface. As can be seen, the
optical path length difference between the center ray and the outside rays is different between these two
cases, causing poor spot quality, and hence playability, of the stamper.

Picture 4 shows the traditional method of compensating for
coherence and aberration (as indeed used on CD and
DVD), which is inserting a flat glass between the laser
objective and the stamper surface. The glass has the
same thickness and approximately the same index of
refraction as the replica substrate, resulting in equivalent
optical path lengths for stamper system and replica system.

Picture 4
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COMPENSATION 2: WAVELENGTH is depending on its environment.
Compensating for aberration and coherence was the state-of-the-art before CoverTest™, but it did not
address a difference between stamper and replica which created a huge adverse effect on correlation.
Using the simple glass plate, the laser reflection from the stamper remains in air rather than
polycarbonate.
The laser beam when traveling in air has a wavelength approximately 1.5 times its wavelength when
traveling through the polycarbonate. This factor is the inverse ratio of the indices of refraction of the two
materials, air and polycarbonate. There are two direct effects of this wavelength difference. First, the
laser wavelength in air is now 50% larger compared to the physical dimensions of the disc’s pits, which
are designed to attenuate it. Second, the minimum diameter of the focused spot depends on the
wavelength, which means that the spot size is larger in air than in polycarbonate. These effects create
non-optimum signal response in air (stamper) compared to polycarbonate (replica).
A/

B/

Figure 1 Explanation of destructive interference of light from a pit in Polycarbonate (A) and in Air, with the
consequences in their so called HF signals.

Stamper measurements, even when fully corrected for
aberration and coherence with a glass plate, leave behind
this major wavelength problem that is not then
compensated. The resultant HF and Tracking signals are
therefore not equivalent between the replica and stamper.
Correlation in this case is quite limited to small process
changes. CoverTest™ fully compensates for this
wavelength shift.
A/

B/
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Figure 2 Optical path for BD media (A), and fully optically equivalent optical path for BD stamper (B).

CoverTest™ is supplied as a 100 micron UV cure adhesive and polycarbonate layer with hard coat. This
is vacuum bonded to the stamper using a proprietary bonding station. The refractive index of the
CoverTest™ foil is the same as the polycarbonate on the disc. The only further compensation needed
when testing say DVD is to include a glass spherical aberration compensation (focus) plate now reduced
from 0.6mm to 0.5mm given the thickness of the CoverTest™ layer. Note for BD no such additional glass
compensation plate is required and for CD a plate on 1.1mm would be used.

Key features can be summarized as follows:
• Easy removable with UV curing
• No residues left on stamper after removal (even acts as a cleaner for the stamper)
• Soft adhesive layer will not damage the stamper surface even if contaminated by dust etc.
• Strong protective layer (Hard Coat) for the stamper data surface when stored or while being
handled.

The CoverTest™ is applied onto the stamper using a proprietary vacuum bonding system. After
application it creates a sandwich with a stamper as shown here:
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Figure 3 Sandwich of stamper with CoverTest™ foil coating

03. CoverTest™ foil
a.

CoverTest™ design

The CoverTest™ foil is supplied as a “user friendly” sandwich between protective layers as shown here:

Figure 4 Design of the CoverTest™ foil for corrective coating of stampers
(overall thickness of hard coat, polycarbonate and adhesive is 100 µm).
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Figure 5: CoverTest™ Bonding Station and UV curing drawer

04. CoverTest™ Correlation
As is shown on the graphs below the correlation between a CoverTest-ed stamper and its replica is very
close – these small differences show the moulding characteristics of the final disc into the stamper
structures and can be used to optimize stamper profiles. So by testing the stamper one can fully predict
the quality of the replica later on.
The asymmetry and jitter results show a very close correlation. On the jitter side there is an offset, which
is normal as the pit structure on the stamper is by definition different as the one on a moulded replica
(due to pit forming and shrinking effects). Thios can be calibrated out if required such that the stamper
results are the same level as the replica.
On the last graph RSER (Random Symbol Error Rate), you can see that the results on the stamper are
very good and that the replica has a much higher signal level: this is a clear sign that something went
wrong during the replication. This advice saves a QC manager significant time as the problems is clearly
not coming from mastering or galvanics.
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Correlation graphs between band-cut stamper and replica for selected measurements. Note that the
stamper radii are corrected for 0.6% shrinkage, and the Leading Edge Jitter (JTLE), and Trailing Edge
Jitter (JTTE) values are corrected for Asym.
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Conclusion
By using CoverTest ™ technology the stamper results can be directly correlated to the finished disc. This
greatly assists alignment of the mastering process and allows a clear distinction between issues arising in
the mastering and galvanic processes versus the moulding of a finished disc. The CoverTest™ process is
simple to use leaving behind no contamination whatsoever and acts as a protective foil up until the time a
stamper is used for manufacture. Because the foil also acts as a cleaning agent the stamper is then ready
to produce discs immediately.
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